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The COSMOS survey: probing structures at z~1

90 Mpc

• How does the galaxy 
formation process depend 
on environment?

• How do structures evolve 
over cosmic time?

• What is the relationship 
between the dark matter 
and the luminous matter?

• Previous deep HST-based 
surveys were dominated by 
cosmic variance and did 
not probe a representative 
slice of the Universe

• COSMOS provides ACS 
morphologies



2 deg2 : 9x larger than any previous HST image
575 orbits (10% of HST time for two years!)

9x larger than any previous HST image

COSMOS: ACS (PI: N. Z. Scoville)



Subaru 8m
PI: Y. Taniguchi
35 nights

Ultra-deep optical 
imaging;
35 broad and 
narrow bands

6x zoom



XMM
PI: G. Hasinger
1.4 Msec

X-ray bands
Diffuse emission: hot 
gas and clusters



Spitzer IRAC
PI: D. Sanders
600hrs w/MIPS



VLA
PI: E. Schinnerer
300hrs
7-10 μJy



Near IR JHK
KAB~23.8 (5sig)
PIs: Sanders, 
Willot, Kneib

3x size of UKIDSS UDS
0.5 mag. deeper



Galex           i’/ACS          K/Wircam    3.6µm           8µm

Galex           i’/ACS          K/Wircam    3.6µm           8µm



Summary of COSMOS multi-wavelength coverage

    5 σ
3'' apert.

Capak et al. 08



Photometric redshifts: a cheap way to get galaxy 
distances (Ilbert et al. 2006,8 and Coupon et al. 08)

• “Photometric redshifts” are computed by comparing observed spectral 
energy distributions with a set of template SEDs. 

• For many years the accuracy of photometric redshifts was difficult to 
assess because of the lack of large (>10k objects) spectroscopic training 
sets (it turned out that a lot of photo-zeds computed without training 
sets were actually wrong!) 

• Wide-field cameras with precise photometric calibration (like Megacam) 
combined with wide field spectrographs producing training sets of ~10k 
galaxies (like VIMOS) makes estimating photometric redshifts for millions of 
galaxies with percent-level accuracy possible

844 O. Ilbert et al.: Accurate photometric redshifts for the CFHTLS calibrated using the VVDS

Fig. 2. Observed colours as a function of the spectroscopic redshifts (black points). The predicted colours derived from our optimised set of
templates (see Sect. 4.2) are shown with solid lines: Ell (red), Sbc (magenta), Scd (green), Irr (cyan) (Coleman et al. 1980) and starburst (dark
blue) (Kinney et al. 1996) from the top to the bottom, respectively. The colours computed using the initial templates are shown with dashed lines.

The observed colours are matched with the colours predicted
from a set of spectral energy distribution (SED). Each SED is
redshifted in steps of !z = 0.04 and convolved with the filter
transmission curves (including instrument e!ciency). The opac-
ity of the inter-galactic medium (Madau 1995) is taken into ac-
count. The merit function "2 is defined as
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where F f
pred(T, z) is the flux predicted for a template T at red-

shift z. F f
obs is the observed flux and # f

obs the associated error.
The index f refers to the considered filter and Nf is the number
of filters. The photometric redshift is estimated from the min-
imization of "2 varying the three free parameters z, T and the
normalization factor A. We parabolically interpolate the redshift
probability distribution to refine the redshift solution.

3.2. Template set

Our primary templates are the four Coleman, Wu and
Weedman (CWW; 1980) observed spectra (Ell, Sbc, Scd, Irr)
commonly used to estimate the photometric redshifts
(Sawicki et al. 1997; Fernández-Soto et al. 1999; Arnouts et al.
1999; Brodwin et al. 2006). We add an observed starburst
SED from Kinney et al. (1996) to make our template set more
representative. These templates are linearly extrapolated into

ultraviolet ($ < 2000 Å) and near-infrared wavelengths us-
ing the GISSEL synthetic models (Bruzual et Charlot 2003).
For spectral types later than Scd, we introduce a reddening
with various values of E(B ! V) (0,0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25)
which follows the interstellar extinction law measured in the
Small Magellanic Cloud (Prevot et al. 1984). Reddening of
E(B ! V) = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15 is introduced for Scd spectral type.
No reddening is included for earlier types. Even if these five
templates are not completely representative of the variety of
observed spectra, their small number significantly reduces the
possible degeneracies between predicted colours and redshift
(Benítez 2000).

3.3. Results based on the standard "2 method

We first apply the standard "2 method on the CFHTLS-D1 data
without incorporating any spectroscopic information. Figure 3
shows a comparison between the VVDS spectroscopic redshifts
and the photometric redshifts at i# $ 22.5. A clear systematic o"-
set is visible at zs < 0.5. We would not expect such a trend to ap-
pear for such a relatively bright sample in a redshift range where
the Balmer break is between our u% and r# filters. Small uncer-
tainties in the photometric zero-point calibration or an imperfect
knowledge of the complete instrument transmission curve are
probably responsible for this trend.

At fainter magnitudes (top left panel of Fig. 6, method a)),
we see there is a large number of galaxies with #z > 1, mainly
in the redshift range 1.5 < zp < 3. Most of these catastrophic



COSMOS 30-band photo-zeds (Ilbert et al. 08)

• ~0.7%-1% accuracy photometric redshifts over 0.2<z<1.2

• Large spectroscopic training sample: VLT/zCOSMOS (Lilly); also smaller 
samples from Magellan (Trump); and Keck (Capak)

!z / (1+z) = 0.7 -- 1.6 % !!!   to z ~ 3 

galaxies -- Ilbert etal 08   AGN -- Salvato etal 08 

spectz : VLT (Lilly etal), Keck (Capak etal), Magellan (Trump etal)

COSMOS 30 band photo-z (9/08)

Bright (<22.5) X-ray selected

      AGNs

       IR-selected

opt. faint (22.5 – 24)

       24 – 25 mag I



N(z) and photometric redshift accuracy

Fig. 13.— Redshift distribution from the 2-deg2

COSMOS survey (black solid line), from the 1-
deg2 CFHTLS-D2 field (green dashed line), from
the 4-deg2 CFHTLS-DEEP fields (blue dotted
line, including also D2). CFHTLS-D2 covers 1
deg2 within the COSMOS field. The red long
dashed line is the redshift distribution obtained
by Fu et al. (2008) who fit the CFHTLS-DEEP
photo-z in the magnitude bin 21.5 < i+ < 24.5
and the dashed-dotted line is obtained without the
weight applied for the CFHTLS weak lensing se-
lection (J. Coupon, private communication).

pected from cosmic variance (Ilbert et al. 2006),
it is in excellent agreement with the COSMOS-
30 redshift distribution. This agreement suggests
that the derivation of !8(!m/0.25)0.64 = 0.785 ±
0.043 by Fu et al. (2008) is not su"ering from bi-
ases due to the photo-z or significant cosmic vari-
ance.

The COSMOS-30 redshift distribution can be
fit with a parametrization similar to that used by
Fu et al. (2008):

n(z) = A
(za + zab)

(zb + c)
(4)

where A is the normalization factor and a, b and
c are free parameters. The best fit parameters
a, b and c are given in Table 2, as well as the

Fig. 14.— Top panel: Evolution of the redshift
distribution as a function of i+ magnitude in the
COSMOS field. We use the parametrization of Fu
et al. (2008) in di"erent redshift bins. Bottom
panel: Cumulative redshift distribution.

median redshifts. Fig. 14 shows the best fit red-
shift distribution per apparent magnitude bin. As
expected, the median redshift increases at fainter
apparent magnitude, ranging from zm = 0.66 at
22 < i+ < 22.5 to zm = 1.06 at 24.5 < i+ < 25.

6. Summary

This paper presents a new version of the pho-
tometric redshift catalog for the 2-deg2 COS-
MOS survey computed with new ground-based
NIR data, deeper IRAC data and a new set of
12 medium bands from the Subaru Telescope.
The COSMOS photometry now includes a to-
tal of 30 filters – from the UV (GALEX) to the
MIR (Spitzer-IRAC). The photo-z catalogue de-
rived here contains 607,617 sources at i+ < 26.
The 1887 XMM-COSMOS sources (mainly AGN)
are not included in this catalogue; their photo-z
are derived in Salvato et al. (2008) with simi-
larly good accuracy using a set of templates for
composite AGN/galaxies.

The galaxy photo-z were tested and improved
using spectroscopic redshift samples from the
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Scoville et al 





~ Gpc 

Cosmic shear : propagation of light through the cosmic web



Mapping the distribution of dark matter
(Massey et al., Nature)

z=0

• COSMOS represents a unique combination of multi-
wavelength data  and ACS morphologies

• Shape measurements can tell us where the dark 
matter is 

• Photo-zeds allow us to ‘slice’ the dark matter 
distribution



The COSMOS mass / galaxy map

• Blue: galaxies

• Red: x-ray emission

• Contours: Dark matter 
lensing map

• Only possible thanks to 
the combination of ACS 
morphologies, precise 
photo-zeds and deep X-
ray images



Why we need K-selected catalogues

• Optical surveys cannot detect dust-obscured galaxies

• Near-IR selected can detect old, passive galaxies; these pose 
the most problems for our current theories of galaxy 
formation!

• Optically-selected samples provide a poor estimate of the 
underlying stellar mass (they probe the rest-frame UV) at z>1. 



• At the faint end there is now very good agreement between surveys
• BzK diagram is a relatively model-invariant way to select passive / star forming 

populations



The K-selected galaxy population in COSMOS

• At the faint end there is now very good agreement between surveys
• BzK diagram is a relatively model-invariant way to select passive / star forming 

populations



The K-selected galaxy population in COSMOS

• At the faint end there is now very good agreement between surveys
• BzK diagram is a relatively model-invariant way to select passive / star forming 

populations



The star-forming galaxy population at z~2

• “BzK” diagram is a highly efficient way to select SF galaxies at z~2
• Millennium simulation over-predicts the number of faint galaxies. 

Millennium simulation star-forming galaxies 



Counts of passive galaxies

• We clearly see a turn-over in the counts of passive galaxies which 
cannot be explained by sample incompleteness

• The millennium simulation under-predicts the number of bright galaxies



Absolute magnitudes of quiescent and star-forming 
galaxies

• Redshift selection function is relatively sharp

• We can use the Arnouts et al 2008 empirical relation to derive the stellar 
mass 



Stellar masses of the pbzk / sbzk population

• Passive galaxy population is much more massive than the star-forming 
population



A word on two-point correlation functions...

• Two-point correlation functions give the excess probability for finding a 
neighbour a distance r from a given galaxy:

• w(θ) is the simply the projection of xi(r) on the sky and depends (amongst other 
things) on the source redshift distribution (see later)

• xi(r) can be calculated exactly for dark matter

• The relation between the clustering of the dark matter and that of the luminous 
matter can tell us something about the “bias” or the galaxy formation -- this is 
either

• How does galaxy clustering depend on physical properties and environment?

• The passive BzK galaxy population represents and ideal “extreme” galaxy 
population
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Galaxy clustering compared to dark matter



Galaxy clustering compared to dark matter



Galaxy clustering compared to dark matter

Linear bias



The halo model of galaxy clustering (with M. 
Kilbinger)

• Until recently, there were only two ways to model galaxy clustering: either a 
very technique based on generating a  set of redshift distributions based on 
luminosity evolution models; or a much more complicated method based on 
“semi-analytical” models which ‘paint’ galaxies on the underlying dark matter. 

• “Halo models” provide a phenomenological model to model galaxy clustering 
in the non-linear regime. 

• The number  and mass of dark matter halos as a function of halo mass can 
now be reliably and rapidly calculated

• Clustering measurements can provide a powerful constraint on how the 
hosting dark matter halo depends on galaxy type 

• We would expect sBzK and pBzK galaxies to have quite different properties; 
they represent ideal ‘test cases’







How to compute galaxy clustering using the halo 
model

• Three ingredients are necessary to generate a prediction of w, the projected 
two-point correlation function:

1. An accurate representation of the non-linear power spectrum of 
dark matter, the density profile of dark matter haloes and the 
number of dark matter haloes as a function of halo mass

2. A prescription (“guess”) for how the numbers of galaxies and pairs 
of galaxies which inhabit each dark matter halo depend on the halo 
mass. 

3. Knowledge of the redshift selection function for each sample. 



Computing halo parameters

• Halo mass functions and halo profiles can be estimated from n-body 
simulations. 

• The “halo model” tells us how many galaxies are in each halo of dark 
matter. 

• For the time being we will try a very simple model for how haloes occupy 
dark matter haloes:

Fig. 3.1.— Illustration of the loose constraints on individual HOD parameters

for the nearest-integer model. Three cases of parameter combinations are shown:

(Mmin,M1,!) = (6.5 ! 1011, 4.5 ! 1010, 0.22), (6.2 ! 1011, 2.0 ! 1011, 0.36), and
(6.3!1011, 2.9!1011, 0.45), where masses are in units of h!1M". The top right panel

shows the corresponding mean occupation number as a function of halo mass for the
three cases. The top left panel, the bottom left panel, and the bottom right panels

are for the real space two-point correlation function, the angular correlation function,

and the measured angular correlation function (i.e., with the integral constraint
subtracted), respectively. The dotted lines show contributions from one-halo pairs and

two-halo pairs. Data points with error bars in the bottom right panel are from Daddi
et al. (2003). The dashed line in the top right panel illustrates the mean occupation

function of the LBGs, and the dashed curves in the left panels are corresponding

correlation functions (see the text).
66

Number of galaxies per halo



total power spectrum

2-halo power 
spectrum

1-halo power 
spectrum

• The one-halo term depends on galaxy pairs inside a give halo

• The two-halo term depends on the halo-halo clustering and the linear bias



Computing w from the HOD model - II 

total power spectrum

2-halo power 
spectrum

1-halo power 
spectrum

• The one-halo term depends on galaxy pairs inside a give halo

• The two-halo term depends on the halo-halo clustering and the linear bias



Redshift selection functions

10!4h3Mpc!3

3.4! 10!3h3Mpc!3

• These redshift selection functions come 
from the accurate photo-zeds presented 
in Ilbert et al. 2008

• Deep IRAC and JK means we can 
compute accurate photo-zeds between 
1<z<2

• Halo model must also reproduce 
the observed number density of 
galaxies 



Results for passive BzK population

“M1” parameter is poorly 
constrained by our data

Marginalisation over M1

3-parameter space



Derived halo properties

Average halo bias

Average halo mass

Once we have derived the values of alpha, M1 and Mmin from the halo model 
which best match the observed surface density of galaxies and measured 
correlation function we can derive these additional parameters:

3.154e+12 1/h Msun Halo mass for sbzk 
Average bias: around 2 

Average number of galaxies per halo: 
10^-3 (pbzk)

Average number of galaxies per halo: 
10^-1 (sbzk)

3.12! 1012M! (sBzK)

9.15! 1012M! (pBzK)



Fig. 3.— Rest-frame colors M(NUV) ! M(r+) versus M(r+) ! M(J) (not corrected for dust reddening)
as a function of stellar mass from z = 0.2 (top left panel) to z = 2 (bottom right panel). The red open
triangles, green crosses, blue points are the galaxies selected as “quiescent”, “intermediate activity” and
“high activity” on the basis of their best-fit templates.

the fit. We used the unextincted rest-frame col-
ors (NUV ! r+) of the templates to define three

spectral classes: a) the “quiescent” galaxies with
(NUV!r+)template > 3.5; b) the “intermediate ac-

6

optical-infrared 
colours rest-
frame absolute 
colours from 
Ilbert et al. 2008



Mass function in COSMOS: or, when did galaxies 
form (Ilbert et al.) 

• We can use our unique multi-
band, highly-accurate photo-
zeds to derive stellar 
masses for all galaxies using 
stellar population synthesis 
models

• By selecting galaxies in 
IRAC-mid infrared bands we 
can follow the evolution of 
mass-build up between 
0.2<z<2.0 with the largest 
sample to date

• Our faint flux limit means we 
can accurately constraint the 
faint end slope of our mass 
functions



Evolution of the mass function of elliptical galaxies

• The bright end of the elliptical 
mass function is already in 
place at z~2

• Significant evolution takes 
place in the faint-end slope 
between 0.2<z<2. 



Evolution of the faint-end slope of elliptical galaxies

• Very rapid evolution of the faint end of the mass function

• Massive galaxies are already in place by z~2; the bright end of the LF 
does not evolve

Fig. 22.— Evolution of the stellar mass density of
star-forming type (blue filled circles, sum of “high
activity” and “intermediate activity”) and quies-
cent galaxies (red filled circles) compared to var-
ious results from the literature. The stellar mass
density of all the early type galaxies is shifted ver-
tically by -0.5 dex for the clarity of the figure. The
o!set of 0.2 dex between Arnouts et al. (2007) and
our measurement for star-forming galaxies is dis-
cussed in Appendix.D.

8.3. Mass-dependent assembly of elliptical
galaxies

In the hierarchical paradigm, growth of dark
matter structures can lead to the merging between
galaxies of the progenitor halos. Therefore, the as-
sembly of elliptical galaxies should follow a hier-
archical build-up, even though the galaxy merger
rate is a complex function of cosmic time and halo
mass (e.g. Stewart et al. 2008).

We found a mass-dependent evolution of qui-
escent galaxies at z < 1 (see §6) which confirms
the “downsizing” pattern found by Cimatti et al.
(2006) by re-interpreting the B-band LF at z <
1.2 of red sequence galaxies. This “downsizing”
pattern has been interpreted as “anti-hierarchical”
by Cimatti et (2006), since the assembly of low
mass elliptical galaxies seems to follow the assem-
bly of the massive ones. The quiescent galaxies
can be formed by quenching processes and not

Fig. 23.— Contribution in % of the “quiescent”
over the total population per stellar mass bin (MF
of the quiescent divided by the total MF). The
thick red lines correspond to the observed stellar
mass ranges.

necessarily by galaxy merger. By considering only
the quiescent galaxies with an elliptical morphol-
ogy, we retrieved the same mass-dependent evo-
lution: the massive red E/S0 galaxies are already
in place at z ! 1 while low/intermediate mass
red Ell/S0 are still e"ciently created at z < 1.
Mergers between low mass galaxies can form a
quiescent galaxies with an elliptical morphology.
The merger can trigger a burst of star formation
which quickly consumes the cold gas of the pro-
genitors. For instance, Bekki et al. 2008 simu-
lated merging between gas rich spiral galaxies of
mass M ! 109M! which formed a dynamically
relaxed low mass elliptical galaxy in 1.4 Gyr with
a SFR of 0.03 M!/yr. Such picture of an ellipti-
cal assembly by merger more e"cient at low mass
than at high mass is in agreement with De Ravel
et al. (2008) who found that the merger rate de-
creases with stellar mass using galaxy pair counts
at z < 1.

The absence of evolution of the massive red
E/S0 galaxies at z < 1 which creates the down-
sizing pattern could be explained by a “progeni-
tor” bias (Van Dokkum & Franx 2001); blue el-
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Conclusions and summary

• Number counts of passive galaxies turn at KAB~22

• At z~2, counts of bright passive galaxies galaxies are underpredicted by the 
millennium simulation; bright galaxies are already “in place”

• Using a “halo occupation model” we are able estimate the approximate masses of 
the haloes which host this passive (and star-forming) galaxy population

• Using the K-band rest-frame absolute luminosity we can estimate the total mass in 
stars for the passive and star-forming galaxy populations. 

• Studies with photometric redshifts (Ilbert et al.) confirm the general trend that most 
mass build-up takes place in the faint end of the passive galaxy population. The 
bright end of the passive galaxy mass function is already in place at z~2.  



Prospective!


